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In 1869, anatomist Alexander Ecker (1816–1887) 
defined the terminology of the “brain lobes”. This 
refers to the division of the human brain, valid 
until this day, into six “lobes”. Each of these brain 
lobes is attributed a specific task. The frontal  
lobe, for example, is the centre of coordinating 
motion sequences and appears to be basically 
responsible for the features of one’s personality; 
the occipital lobe is the visual centre, among 
others, and memory functions are attributed to 
the limbic node. The complex interplay between 
the individual brain lobes determines the evalua-
tion and interpretation of reality as well as our 
actions. In an associative manner, Olaf Quantius’ 
new paintings are the result of this interplay and 
depict the image constructed on the subjective 
inside as a reaction to external reality. What char-
acterizes Olaf Quantius’ painting is the broad 
range of fragments between figurative and ab-
stract painting that the viewer experiences as a 
continuous interpenetration of narrative memory 
and non-verbal empathy. Uncoupled from the 
classical medium of the canvas, painting in the 
current series “Hirnlappen” is done on found 
military felt wool blankets. However, it is no long-
er possible to determine the nation after they 
have been used as a painting ground. In contrast 
to this “statelessness”, a felt wool blanket, as a 
minimal architectural object, already defines a 
place, and wool, as a material, tells of a “warming 
cover”. But this security is “shattered” by Olaf 
Quantius’ painting. Employing a template-like 
positive-negative method, fields of acrylic and oil 
paint cover the felt ground, which appears in clear 
contours between abstract spills, spots, and frag-
ments of landscapes and architecture. While in 
earlier series such as “orten” and “nomad painting” 
Olaf Quantius’ painting still represented parts of 
illusionistic image spaces, his new painting meth-
od in the current series formulates a haptic sur-
face that at the same time gives the impression of 
a “virtual” one, comparable to a digital code, 
which could be altered or pushed “to the side”. 
This fleetingness reflects the contemporary per-
ception of “information noise” in which ever  
new realities manifest themselves simultaneously. 
In contrast, the felt wool blanket appearing from 
underneath the  painting articulates a form of 

“rootedness” that appears like a condensation of 
nostalgic longings. If one again relates this to the 
title of the series, “Hirnlappen (Brain Lobes)”, 
they also become “painter lobes”, shreds of reality 
on the wall.

Olaf Quantius
Braunes Reh, 2012

acrylics and oil on blanket
185 × 120 cm 



Biographical notice:

Olaf Quantius was on view with a solo show at  
the Saarlandmuseum Saarbrücken in 2010. He  
has participated in numerous international  
ex hi bitions including “Unsichtbare Schatten” at 
the MARTA Herford Museum, “...aus einem 
malerischen Land”, HangART Salzburg, and 

“Beyond the Country”, Lewis Glucksman Gallery 
University College, Cork in Ireland.
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With photography as her chosen medium, Natalie 
Czech examines the complex  interplay between 
image and text and infers new levels of meaning  
in search of the hidden poetic potential within 
them. The artist draws inspiration for her photo
graphs in material found in magazines and il
lustrated books, seeking out the poetry disguised 
within them, and in the imagery of visual and 
concrete poetry.

In the „Hidden Poems“ series, for example, a  
work in progress which she began in 2012, Czech 
works with illustrated pages from magazines  
and books; she marks out individual letters or 
words within the passages of text underlining or 
highlighting them in bright colors, and in so doing 
reveals a poem which had been concealed all 
along. Through specific selection and minimal 
intervention, Czech discloses an autonomous , 
second text within the original and indeed still  
legible text; examples include poems by lyricists 
such as Robert Creeley, Rolf Dieter Brinkmann  
or Robert Lax. The process of seeking out and 
revealing these texts give an impressive indication 
of Czech’s fine feel for those sensational ele
ments that remain latent in everyday life, and of 
the poetic potential that lies dormant within  
the caracter set of texts that are pronounced in 
the mass media. When looking at the photo
graphs, reading their content and mentally reas
sembling the fragments of text, which are at times 
separated by quite a few lines, Czech’s markings 
emerge as lyrical interventions, which, like a 
thought flashing through one’s mind, are formed 
and indeed exist in relation to the fabric of text 
and image at hand. Embedded in a foreign context, 
the poems interact with the existing text and  
shed new light on it; for example, in a text accom
panying a photograph filled with the image of a 
sunset, Czech scents out a short poem by E. E. 
Cumming „In sunlight over and overing, A once 
upon a time newspaper“; the original piece  
explains that a nuclear test was the cause for the 
image’s supernatural coloring. Marks on book 
pages on Ap propriation Art, dealing with ques
tions of authorship and authenticity equally rele
vant in Czech’s work, also take up and comment 
on the contents of the cropped illustrations.

In other groups of works, Czech reverses the 
subjective process of reading and finding and 
instead concentrates on the scope of possibility 
offered by  the medium of writing. Her point  
of departure and source of inspiration is the 
imagery inherent in visual and concrete poetry, 
whose optical formations highlight the phonetic 
and semantic dimension of the language, an  
example being Guillaume Apollinaire’s famous 
calligram „Il pleut“. For these works, Czech  
commissioned several authors to compose a 
written piece, in which the calligram consisting of 
an arrangement of individual letters was embed
ded. These literary rewritings in a variety of 
languages provide their own interpretation of 
Apollinaire’s poem and expand upon it, as it disap
pears into the linear flow of text.

Natalie Czech
A hidden poem by Aram Saroyan, 2012

C  Print, Ed of 5
42,5 × 55 cm 



By photographing and blowing up the passages, 
they are transformed into an image that functions 
as both documentation and fabrication at the 
same time. The illustrative markings, which are 
then applied to the photographs, present Apolli
naire’s poem in an entirely new light and trans
form this photographic reconstruction into an 
original. Comparable with one key characteristic 
of the calligram, which is both image and text,  
Czech’s photographs can never be perceived as an 
image and received as a text simultaneously, but 
encompass the interactive process of appearance 
and disapperance, a theme that is addressed 
rather explicitly in the „Il pleut“ series. Natalie 
Czech sounds out the realm beyond unambiguity 
and linearity, and by bringing different authors 
into the equation reveals a pulsating nexus of 
poetic connections and references. 

(Ute Stuffer)

Biographical notice:

Natalie Czech’s (*1976 GER) works are currently 
on view at the Sprengel Museum Hannover in the 
show “Made in Germany” and at Ludlow 38 in 
New York. She has already presented solo shows 
at the Nassauische Kunstverein Wiesbaden, the 
Kunstverein der Rheinlande und Westfalen Düs
seldorf and the Bonner Kunstverein. Her works 
have also been on view in international group 
exhibitions including “Differenza e repetizione”, 
Galleria Lia Rumma in Naples, “Anfang gut. Alles 
gut” at Kunsthaus Bregenz and “Milk Drop Coro
net”, Kunsthaus Graz / Camera in Graz.
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